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Romance languages?
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The aim of this paper is to discuss whether a particular diachronic change in the ex-
pression of indirect objects (IOs) in Brazilian Portuguese (BP) has set this language
apart from other Romance languages. Since the 19th century, BP has been gener-
alizing the use of the preposition para ‘to’ in ditransitive sentences with verbs of
movement, transfer and creation. Moreover, the morphological counterpart of the
dative argument in the 3rd person (the clitic lhe(s)) has been replaced by other strate-
gies, while in European Portuguese (EP), IOs in the same contexts are introduced by
the dummy preposition a and can always alternate with lhe(s). According to Torres
Morais (2007), these IOs in EP are dative arguments introduced by an applicative
head, as also argued by Cuervo (2003) for Spanish, and Diaconescu & Rivero (2007)
for Romanian. In this paper, I will propose that ditransitive sentences in BP have
a different structural representation from other Romance languages, given that it
cannot express dative case in the 3rd person anymore, nor via functional preposi-
tions, nor by the clitic lhe(s). Consequently, I propose that the IOs in BP should be
introduced via a p head, based on the proposals of Svenonius (2003; 2004), Wood
(2012) and the i* single argument introducer proposal by Wood & Marantz (2017).

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to discuss whether a diachronic change in the expression
of indirect objects (IOs) in Brazilian Portuguese (BP) has set this language apart
from other Romance languages, in terms of how IOs are structured.

Since the 19th century, BP has been generalizing the use of full prepositions
as para ‘to’ in ditransitive sentences with verbs of transfer and movement (cf. 1)
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and creation (cf. 2) (cf. Freire 2005; Torres Morais & Berlinck 2006; Torres Morais
& Salles 2010).

(1) Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

uma
a

carta
letter

para/a
Ppara (to)/ a (to)

o
the

João
João.OBL

/
/
para
to

ele.
him.3SG

‘Maria sent a letter to João/to him.’

(2) Maria
Maria

preparou
prepared

o
the

jantar
dinner

para
Ppara(to)

o
the

João
João.OBL

/
/
para
for

ele.
him.3SG

‘Maria prepared dinner for João/for him.’

In addition, the 3rd person dative argument counterpart (clitic lhe(s)) has been
replaced in BP by other strategies, such as 3rd person pronouns preceded by para:
para ele(s) / ela(s) ‘to him / her / them’, as we can see in the examples above.

Conversely, in the relevant context, IOs in European Portuguese (EP) are in-
troduced by the preposition a and can always alternate with lhe(s).

(3) A
The

Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

uma
a

carta
letter

a
Pa (to)

o
the

João
João.DAT

/
/
enviou-lhe
sent-3SG.DAT

uma
a

carta.
letter.
‘Maria sent a letter to João/sent him a letter.’

Regarding argument structure representation, ditransitive constructions have
always been a challenge for Chomsky’s (1981; 1986) binary-branchingmodel. The
two first attempts to deal with the issue were Baker’s (1988) incorporation hy-
pothesis and Larson’s (1988) VP shells proposal for the Prepositional Dative Con-
struction (PDC) ‘Mary gave a book to John’ and the Double Object Construction
(DOC) ‘Mary gave John a book’ in English. This phenomenon is known as the
dative alternation.

Conversely, Marantz (1993) proposes an applicative head to introduce IOs in
DOCs, building on the analysis of Bantu languages, which accounted for the ab-
sence of prepositions in DOCs (cf. Alsina &Mchombo 1993). Following this work,
Pylkkänen (2002) established that there are two types of applicative construc-
tions (low and high applicatives), which are able to explain different semantics
conveyed by IOs in certain ditransitive sentences.

Based on these proposals, Cuervo (2003) and Diaconescu & Rivero (2007) show
Spanish and Romanian also have the dative alternation. These analyses, however,
differ from the ones for English ditransitives – which are based on the presence
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or absence of a preposition. According to the aforementioned authors, the da-
tive alternation in Romance languages depends on the presence or absence of the
clitic in the structure.1 Hence, in Spanish and Romanian, the DOC is character-
ized by the IO being doubled by a dative clitic, which is the head of ApplP (cf. 4
and 5):

(4) a. Pablo
Pablo

le
3SG.DAT

mandó
sent

un
a

diccionario
dictionary

a
to

Gabi.
Gabi.DAT

‘Pablo sent Gabi a dictionary.’
b. [VoiceP Pablo [v’ Voice [VP mandó [ApplP a Gabi [Appl’ le [DP un

diccionario]]]]]] (Cuervo 2003: 35)

(5) a. Mihaela
Mihaela

îi
DAT.CL

trimite
sends

Mariei
Mary.DAT

o
a
scrisoare.
letter

‘Mihaela sends Mary a letter.’
b. [VoiceP Mihaela [v’ Voice [VP trimite [ApplP Mariei [Appl’ îi [DP o

scrisoare]]]]]] (Diaconescu & Rivero 2007: 2)

Configurations (4b) and (5b) show the dative argument in SpecApplP. The DO
is licensed as its complement and ApplP is the complement of the verb. Therefore,
following Pylkkänen (2002), the applicative head below the verbal root accounts
for the low applicative – which is responsible for relating two DPs that establish
a relation of direct transfer of possession. As we can see in (4b) and (5b), the clitic
is the Spell-out of ApplP, as it is responsible for lexicalizing the DP person and
number features in SpecApplP.

Additionally, the DOC in Spanish is characterized in terms of the IO being ac-
companied by a preposition (a Gabi / a-DP), which is a dummy element respon-
sible for assigning dative Case to its argument. This IO is necessarily doubled by
a dative clitic.

For Romanian, Diaconescu & Rivero (2007) present two DOC examples (5) and
(6), the latter is similar to (4) in Spanish, as the dative IO (la Maria) is doubled by
the dative clitic (îi).

(6) Mihaela
Mihaela

îi
DAT.CL

trimite
sends

la
to

Maria
Maria.DAT

o
a
scrisoare.
letter

‘Mihaela sends Mary a letter.’ (Diaconescu & Rivero 2007: 14)
1For an alternative perspective, cf. Cépeda & Cyrino 2020 [this volume], who assume structures
with give-type verbs in Spanish, EP and BP are not DOCs. The authors claim dative clitics do
not play any role in determining the structural position of DO and IO in these constructions.
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According to the authors, sentence (6) is not part of the grammar of all speak-
ers of Romanian. However, this example added to the assumption that when IOs
are doubled by clitics in Romance languages, they are actually a-DP, not PP.

Pursuing the idea that clitics paired with IOs, which are actually a-DPs, is the
key to understanding the dative alternation in Romance, Torres Morais (2007) as-
sumes EP also presents this phenomenon. In sentences like (3), the preposition a
in EP would also be a functional element responsible for assigning dative Case to
DPs, as Cuervo (2003) proposes for Spanish (cf. 4). Consequently, the possibility
of replacing the IO by a dative clitic suggests this element is the morphologi-
cal expression of the dative case introduced in SpecApplP as a proper argument
(cf. 7).

(7) [vP O João [v’v [VP enviou [ApplP à Maria/lhe [Appl’ Ø [DP uma carta]]]]]]]
(Torres Morais 2007: 175)

Another important fact for the dative alternation in EP is when the IO is in-
troduced by para, with pure locatives for instance, it cannot alternate with the
dative clitic lhe(s):

(8) A
The

Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

(*lhe)
(3SG.DAT)

uma
a

carta
letter

para
Ppara(to)

Lisboa.
Lisbon.OBL

‘Maria sent a letter to Lisbon.’ (Torres Morais 2007: 96)

Therefore, sentence (8) is considered a Prepositional Dative Construction (PDC)
by Torres Morais (2007). Additionally, in Spanish, Cuervo (2003) considers (9) a
PDC, because preposition a is not doubled by the dative clitic. Hence, the IO is
introduced by a proper preposition that assigns oblique Case to its complement.

(9) Pablo
Pablo

mandó
sent

un
a

diccionario
dictionary

a
Pa(to)

Barcelona.
Barcelona.OBL

‘Pablo sent a dictionary to Barcelona.’ (Cuervo 2003: 48)

If the presence of dative clitics is the main argument to support the idea that
Romance languages have the dative alternation, it is worth noting that BP has
been undergoing a diachronic change regarding its pronominal system since the
18th century. This is associated with the loss of 3rd person clitics (cf. Carvalho &
Calindro 2018), as well as several changes in the prepositions used to introduce
IOs, as we will discuss further in this paper. These two facts combined are the
central idea for assuming BP seems to be setting different parameters from other
Romance languages concerning Case assignment.
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On this basis, given this pronominal system reconfiguration in BP, I assume
this language is undergoing a change related to Case assignment, because dative
Case cannot be assigned via a functional preposition any longer (preposition
a), nor by its 3rd person morphological counterpart (lhe(s)). Consequently, BP
seems to be shifting from a type of language, which had morphological case for
all persons in the accusative and the dative, as EP still does, to one where Case
has to be assigned via lexical prepositions.

In order to answer my main research question focusing on the differences be-
tween BP and the other Romance languages exemplified, I will analyze how BP
expresses IOs both in the pronominal and prepositional phrase forms using data
from previous works. First, through the analysis of the Brazilian pronominal sys-
tem, which has been undergoing several changes since the 18th century (Kato et
al. 2009). Next, based on Calindro (2015; 2016), I will show the prepositions that
introduce IOs with transfer/movement and creation verbs in BP have a different
status from the ones in Spanish, Romanian and EP. Hence, the structural repre-
sentation of IOs in BP should be different from the other Romance languages
analyzed, once the items involved in these structures have different status.

Bearing these facts in mind, this paper is structured as follows: §2 analyses in
more details the variation and change that BP has undergone, in §2.1 regarding
the pronominal system and in §2.2 regarding the prepositions that introduce IOs
in BP; in §3, I propose a theoretical account of the sentences with verbs of transfer
and movement in BP with a pP head and the universal i* introducer (cf. Wood
2012; Wood & Marantz 2017); in §3.2, I present a similar proposal for sentences
with creation verbs; and finally, in §4, conclusions are presented.

2 Diachronic change in ditransitive sentences in BP

2.1 Change in the pronominal system in BP

The pronominal system in BP has undergone modifications since the 18th cen-
tury (cf. Kato et al. 2009). The table below shows the change for accusative and
dative paradigms. The accusative data was adapted from Kato et al. (2009: 246),
the dative paradigm was added based on Calindro (2015) and Torres Morais &
Berlinck (2006) who have observed the loss of the clitic lhe in Portuguese from
São Paulo state, as well as the work of Berlinck (1997) for Curitiba, Silveira (1999)
for Freire (2005) for Rio de Janeiro.2

2The dative clitic lhe is still active in some areas of Brazil, but it was re-categorized as second
person (cf. Figueiredo Silva 2007).
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Table 1: 19th century clitics vs. 20th century clitics

19th Century 20th Century

Nominative Accusative Dative Accusative Dative

1 eu me me me me
2 (tu) te te te te
3 ele (a) o/a lhe

1 nós nos nos nos nos
2 (vós) vos vos
3 eles (as) os/as lhes

According to Kato (2005), in modern BP, both 3rd person accusative and dative
clitics are productive only in formal registers, suggesting they are not part of
BP’s core grammar anymore. Therefore, Brazilian children do not acquire them
during the language acquisition process. These clitics, and also the preposition
a, are taught at school as the prescriptive formal written and spoken Portuguese
extensively based on EP register (cf. Kato et al. 2009). However, as we will see
further in the text, even though in the context of transfer/movement preposition
a is recovered through schooling, it has a different status from EP. Additionally,
3rd person accusative clitics are recovered, but 3rd person dative clitics are not
(cf. 1 and 2), neither is the use of preposition a to introduce IOs with creation
verbs (cf. 2).

Therefore, Table 1 illustrates that first and second person clitics remain in spo-
ken and written language whereas the 3rd person clitics do not. According to
Galves (2018), 1st and 2nd person clitics have dative morphology, but the dative
case itself does not exist in the language any longer, so, in these contexts, their in-
terpretation relies on a local relation with the verb. In these instances, where the
clitics were lost, Case is assigned structurally via transitive prepositions (cf. Tor-
res Morais & Salles 2010; Calindro 2015; 2016; Carvalho & Calindro 2018). Hence,
BP is no longer a language which presents morphological dative case for all per-
sons, as EP still does. Below I examine this in more detail.

As exemplified in (2), all 3rd person clitics were substituted for other strate-
gies (lexical prepositions + full pronouns) probably because the case assigners,
v for the accusative clitic, and Appl for the dative clitic, cannot assign case to
these clitics anymore (cf. Carvalho & Calindro 2018). Thus, the loss of 3rd person
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clitics in BP reflects a system in which v and Appl cannot value case, so alter-
native structures take over, such as: zero pronouns (null objects), independent
Case assigners (PPs) and default pronouns (ele), which have the same form for
NOM/ACC). Hence, in the 20th century, sentences (10b) and (10c) below, with
a null object and with an overt full pronoun respectively, became felicitous an-
swers to the question – Você viu o Pedro ontem? ‘Did you see Pedro yesterday?’.
By contrast, the answer in (10a), with the accusative clitic, was the only legitimate
one in the 19th century.

(10) a. Vi-o
(I).saw-3SG.ACC

na
in.the

biblioteca.
library

(19th century)

b. Vi-Ø
(I).saw-Ø

na
in.the

biblioteca.
library

(20th century)

c. Vi
(I).saw

ele
he.3SG.NOM

na
in.the

biblioteca.
library

(20th century)

‘I saw him in the library.’ (Carvalho & Calindro 2018: 94)

This variation in BP is evidence this language is taking a different path from
other Romance languages concerning case assignment, i.e., BP has lost inherent
Case assignment, mainly in 3rd person contexts, in favor of structural Case as-
signment (cf. Calindro 2015; Carvalho & Calindro 2018). So, if BP is different from
other Romance languages that introduce IOs via ApplP, how does BP introduce
IOs in the argument structure? In the next section, I will demonstrate that the
prepositions which introduce arguments in BP are different from EP. Next, I will
propose a representation for ditransitive sentences in BP.

2.2 Preposition change in BP

Several works have shown that historically, at the same time the dative clitic lhe
disappeared, the preposition a was completely replaced by para with creation
verbs in BP (cf. 3). In this context, when the preposition a introduces IOs, the
sentences become ungrammatical for Brazilian speakers:

(11) A
the

Maria
Maria

preparou
prepared

o
the

jantar
dinner

a-o
Pa (to)-the

João
João.DAT

/
/
preparou-lhe
prepared-3SG.DAT

o
the

jantar.
dinner.

(EP/ *BP)

‘Maria prepared dinner for João / for him.’
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According to the literature, BP speakers prefer para in spoken language (Tor-
res Morais & Berlinck 2007). In order to confirm this fact in written language,
Calindro (2015) analyzed data collected from a book, which comprised 223 first
pages from Folha de São Paulo – a major Brazilian newspaper – that spans the
20th century from 1920 to 2010. The author attested preposition a disappeared
with creation verbs in the 60s. In the context of verbs of transfer and movement,
however, a and para still vary throughout the century. Therefore, it was impor-
tant to verify the contexts in which this variation occurs.

As mentioned before, Kato (2005) observed the preposition a is recovered
through schooling. However, as the data show, the preposition a used by Brazil-
ians is not the same in EP found in modern EP.

First of all, differently from EP, IOs introduced by a in BP do not alternate
with all dative clitics, as discussed previously. Second of all, this preposition has
spread its use to contexts where they are ungrammatical in EP.

For instance, in EP, the preposition para is used in two situations. Firstly, it is
mandatory with a locative that cannot alternate with a dative clitic (cf. 8). Sec-
ondly, when the IO is introduced by para in EP, according to TorresMorais (2007),
there is a semantic difference in its interpretation. In (12), differently from (3), the
interpretation is that the transfer of possession is indirect, i.e., in (3) the letter was
sent directly to João, while in (12), the letter was first sent to someone else, then
to João, as in (13) that clearly states the transfer was done by someone else –
Pedro. Therefore, the IO para o João cannot be replaced by lhe.3

(12) A
The

Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

(*lhe)
(3SG.DAT)

uma
a

carta
letter

para
Ppara (to)

o
the

João.
João.OBL

‘Maria sent a letter to João.’ (Torres Morais 2007: 96)

(13) a. A
The

Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

uma
a

carta
letter

para
Ppara (to)

o
the

João
João.OBL

pelo
by

Pedro.
Pedro.

b. A
The

Maria
Maria

enviou
sent

(*lhe)
(3SG.DAT)

uma
a

carta
letter

pelo
by

Pedro.
Pedro.

‘Maria sent a letter to João via Pedro.’

Sentences (8), (12) and (13) would be examples of PDCs in EP, as part of the
dative alternationmentioned in the introduction. The impossibility of the alterna-
tion between IOs in these examples with the 3rd person dative clitic is the main

3I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting example (13), in order to make
my discussion clearer.
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evidence for Torres Morais (2007) to propose they do not bear dative case, but
structural oblique Case in EP.

As for BP, IOs introduced with either para or a have the same semantic inter-
pretation.4 Example (11) shows the preposition a can also be used to introduce
locatives in BP, differently from EP, where para has to be used to introduce loca-
tives (cf. 8). Moreover, the ungrammaticality of a to introduce locatives found in
EP, does not hold for BP - cf. (11) from the corpus studied by Calindro (2015: 115),
in which a locative Bosnia is introduced by a in modern BP:

(14) Atacado
Attacked

comboio
trains

que
that

levava
sent

ajuda
aid

à
Pa (to).the

Bósnia.
Bosnia.OBL

‘The trains that sent aid to Bosnia were attacked.’5

Therefore, the two prepositions a and para in BP share the same semantic
status, indicating that a is no longer a dative marker as it is in EP DOCs (cf. 3
and 7). Therefore, a Brazilian child acquiring language in this context does not
access this semantic difference shown in (12) for EP.

Thus, I assume that the existence of the lexical preposition para in EP (cf.
8, 12 and 13) enabled the reanalysis discussed above for BP which led to para-
metric variation between these two varieties. I hypothesize that the presence
of the preposition para in the inventory of possibilities to introduce IOs in EP
and, therefore, historical BP, coupled with the loss of dative lhe was the trigger
for Brazilian children to generalize the use of para to all Locatives, Goals and
Beneficiaries. Additionally, after school, Brazilians generalize the use of a with
Locatives and Goals.6 This fact can be viewed as an example of Input Generaliza-
tion in Chomsky’s (2005) terms. According to the author, parametric variation
emerges from the interaction of an underspecified Universal Grammar, Primary
Linguistic Data and the Third Factor. Biberauer & Roberts (2015) observed Fea-
ture Economy and Input Generalization are the main manifestations of the Third
Factor. Hence, in the case of BP, Brazilians generalized the use of para to all the
other contexts described previously.

Hence, in the language acquisition process in BP there is no longer the same
evidence for inherent Case in the 3rd person as there is in EP (i.e. the dative clitic

4This alternation occurs in written language, as attested by Kato (2005) and Calindro (2015),
after the preposition a is recovered through schooling. Therefore, in the language acquisition
process, only para is available to the child. I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer of
this paper, who called my attention to this fact.

5This example was taken from the front page of Folha de São Paulo, published in 16/8/1992.
6Preposition a, however, is not used in BP to introduce beneficiaries. For more details, cf. Calin-
dro (2015).
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lhe(s)). Morphological case has been substituted by structural Case through IOs
such as para/a ele (a)(s) (cf. 1 and 2). The consequences of this change associated
with the re-categorization of the 3rd person dative clitic lhe(s) as 2nd person has
resulted in the loss of dative arguments introduced by an applicative head in BP.7

Consequently, BP is different from other Romance languages,8 once the ApplP
in BP presumably does not bear the phi-features to enter in an Agree relation
with the dative clitic, so that the language has resorted to an alternative strategy,
in which an independent Case assigner (pP) assigns Case to a DP (cf. Calindro
2015; 2016), as it will be discussed in the next section.

3 An analysis for ditransitive sentences in BP

According to what was argued in the previous section for BP, all prepositions
analyzed in this paper are transitive (to use Svenonius 2004 and Cuervo 2010
terms), in the sense that they can select their complement, and also project Spec
and complement positions in the argument structure.

Following Hale & Keyser (2002), Svenonius (2004) establishes prepositions
are relational elements, a relation which can be captured through Figure and
Ground associations (cf. Talmy 1978). In simple terms, the Figure is the moving
or conceptually movable object and the Ground the reference. For instance, in
the sentence ‘John threw the keys on the table’ the keys is the Figure, the table the
Ground and the element responsible to relate them is the preposition on. There-
fore, the Ground is the complement of the preposition. Hence, the interpretation
of the Ground depends on the preposition, whereas the interpretation of the Fig-
ure does not. Thus, transitive prepositions determine selection restrictions to its
complement – the Ground – but not to the Figure.

Once prepositions can project Spec and complement positions, they can be
introduced in the argument structure by a pP projection. Wood (2012: 180) draws

7Pujalte (2010) also claims BP does not have applicative phrases. Her analysis, however, is based
on a specific dialect from the state of Minas Gerais (PBM), where sentences such as A Maria
deu o livro o Pedro. lit. ‘Mary gave the book the Pedro’. My analysis and Cépeda & Cyrino’s are
based on a vaster register of Portuguese in order to make claims regarding the status of the
ditransitive sentences in BP. For more on PBM cf. Scher (1996); Torres Morais & Salles (2010).
I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for mentioning Pujalte’s work.

8Cépeda & Cyrino 2020 [this volume] develop a unified analysis for Spanish, EP and BP. The
authors assume these languages do not have DOCs, hence, they do not have ApplP as well.
Even though, in this paper I am assuming authors who defend applicative heads for Spanish
and EP, my hypotheses is mainly that BP does not show the same characteristics. Therefore,
my analysis can give support for Cépeda & Cyrino’s proposal, at least for BP.
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a parallel between the pP domain and the vP domain, insofar as the prepositional
structure involves a “light preposition”’ p and a P as categories v and V in the
verbal domain.

(15) [VoiceP
[p

Agent
P

[Voice′
Figure

[Voice
[p′

[vP
[p

[v
[PP

[Theme]]]]]]
[P [Ground]]]]]]

Therefore, following the concepts of Figure and Ground, in ditransitive con-
structions the DO would be the Figure introduced in SpecpP. The complement of
the p head is a Ground argument (the IO) accompanied by a transitive preposition
introduced by a PP head (cf. 16). As mentioned before, the transitive preposition
is placed under PP because it establishes a relation with the Ground not the Fig-
ure, since it applies selection restrictions to the IO, not the DO. For instance,
with verbs of transfer and movement, the preposition para can only select com-
plements that have goal or beneficiary theta-roles.

(16) VoiceP

DPsubj
Maria

Voice′

Voice vP

v v′

Root
env-

p P

DP
uma carta

p′

p PPgoal
para/a o João

The transitive preposition as relational element can be responsible for holding
a thematic relation between the DO and the IO. As such, this crucially confirms
Cuervo’s (2010) proposal according to which ditransitive verbs do not require
two separate arguments, but select a relation between DO and the IO. For Cuervo
(2010), this relation can be introduced in the argument structure by an applicative
head, a small clause or a prepositional phrase.

As argued before, BP does not have applicative heads in its argument structure,
as it cannot express morphologically dative case anymore, as EP does. Addition-
ally, I am assuming IOs in the relevant structures are introduced by transitive
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prepositions. Consequently, the oblique complement is introduced via a pP in
the argument structure. Therefore, the EP applicative construction (7) was rean-
alyzed in BP as (16).

3.1 The i*-single argument introducer proposal

In this section, I adopt Wood &Marantz’s (2017) proposal of a single argument to
account for the representation of ditransitive structures with transfer, movement
and creation verbs in BP. Importantly, this proposal allows us to explain the two
different semantic readings conveyed by the preposition para in sentences with
creation verbs, as we will see in §3.2. However, to understand the characteristics
of this single argument introducer, I will first analyze ditransitive sentences with
transfer and movement verbs which have just been discussed in the previous
section.

Wood & Marantz (2017) propose the main heads which add participants to
the event (Voice, low applicative, little p, prepositions (P), high applicative) can be
reduced to one i* single argument introducer. In these terms, three of the basic
heads are defined in (17), depending on the syntactic contexts they occur:

(17) a. Little p (figures): Bare i* that merges with a PP.
b. Voice (agents): Bare i* that merges with a vP.
c. Low appl (possessors): Bare i* that merges with a DP. (Wood &

Marantz 2017: 258)

The introducer i* is a categorically unspecified head that does not start the
derivation with a categorical feature, its categorial feature is valued by the cat-
egorial feature of the first constituent it merges with as result of a combination
of an unvalued category (CAT) which may or may not trigger Merge with a con-
stituent of category D, such as: {[CAT: __], [S: D]}. The underscore indicates an
unvalued CAT feature and i* would be the notation for this feature bundle. The
selectional features are annotated in brackets, P[S: D], for instance, is a head of
category P that selects (S) for a constituent of category D (Wood &Marantz 2017:
257). Hence, the main purpose of i* is to close off the extended projection of the
first constituent with which it merges (cf. 18).

For instance, when PP merges with i*, its categorical feature of i* is valued as
P, and the semantic interpretation of the preposition depends on the root. The
preposition in is different from on, because the root √IN has the semantics of
container while √ON of surface. Hence, the authors’ proposal for a sentence as
‘the car on the road’ is as follows:
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(18) p*P

DP
‘the car’

p*P[S:D]

i*
P[S:D]

PP

P*[S:D]

√ON i*
P[S:D]

DP
‘the road’

(Wood & Marantz 2017: 259)

The difference between this analysis and the one represented in (16) is the
way the preposition is treated in relation to the argument it introduces. In the
previous account, the preposition was only related to the Ground, not the Figure
(cf. 16). Under this new view, the preposition is a root that merges with i* to
establish different semantic conditions for its complement, so it is possible to
represent the different semantics prepositions may convey. The lower i*, when
merged with √ON, for example, assigns the DP the road the 𝜃-role associated
with it, so that the DP is interpreted as a surface. Finally, in (18), the highest i*
is merged with the pP and then with the DP, assigning to it the idea of Figure,
associated to the element in SpecpP.

In BP, in the structures of verbs of transfer and movement, the default seman-
tics of the prepositions a and para is of Goal/Recipient.9 I assume the represen-
tation of these constructions can also be realized via i*. Hence, the derivation of
sentence (1), represented in (19), is the following: the categorial preposition para
merges with i* and then adjoins to the DP o João projecting a PP. Assuming that
the DO-theme uma carta is analogous to the DP-Figure the road presented in (18)
merged in Specp*P, p introduces a DO in its specifier. Additionally, PP is capable
of denoting a transfer of possession between DO and IO - o João. Next, if the verb
denotes an event which implies an agent, v introduces such a DP –Maria.Hence,
v*P consists of an i* attached to vP and then p is attached to i* merged with pP,
forming p*P.

9Para can also be Beneficiary whereas a cannot, for more details cf. Calindro (2015).
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(19) v*P

DPAGT/FIGURE
A Maria

v*P[S:D]
AGENTE / FIGURA

i*1
v[S:D]

vP
FIGURA

v

√env- v

p*P
FIGURA

DP
uma carta

p*P[S:D]
FIGURA

i*2
p[S:D]

FIGURA

PP

P[S:D]

√parap i*
P[S:D]

DP

o João

In the next section, we will see that the representation with i* is capable of
maintaining the two beneficiary interpretations that can be instantiated by para
with creation verbs in BP.

3.2 An analysis for ditransitive sentences with creation verbs

In an attempt to propose a representation that can account for creation verbs
as well as movement and transfer verbs, Marantz (2009; 2013) proposes that the
DOs of creation verbs can be interpreted as eventualities, as they represent the
object resulting from an action. In sentence (20), the author suggests the cake is
an event itself, as it was once a group of ingredients and then becomes a final
product after the action of someone making it.

The IO can be interpreted as benefitting from this change of state event that
the DO has gone through (Marantz 2013: 156). Hence, in (20), there is a possession
relation between the DO – John – and the IO – a cake, as there would be between
the DO and the IO in a DOC in English or in the sentence represented in (11) from
BP. Besides, the DO is also the beneficiary of Mary’s baking:

(20) Mary baked John a cake.
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Therefore, sentence (2) in BP can project a similar structure to (16), given in
(21). Because, following Marantz’s view, creation verbs can also be interpreted as
dynamic events are. Hence, creation verbs can be represented in the same way
movement and transfer verbs are (cf. 21):

(21) VoiceP

DPSubj
A Maria

Voice vP

v

Root
prepar-

pP

DP
o jantar

p′

p PP
para o João

This representation, however, does not account for the two semantic readings
conveyed to the DP o João: beneficiary of the theme – ‘dinner’, which would be
the low applicative reading; or beneficiary of the event of Maria having prepared
dinner, which would be the high applicative.

Wood & Marantz (2017) distinguish little p, Voice, and low applicatives from PP
and high applicatives because the latter convey semantics of their own, indepen-
dently from the element they attach to. Therefore, PP and high applicatives are i*
heads with which lexical roots are merged. Hence, the high applicatives function
as a root-adjoined i*, since the 𝜃-role it assigns to the DP in its specifier is not
implied by the vP semantics. Therefore, the 𝜃-roles related to the high applicative
are the same introduced by prepositions - Beneficiary and Locative.

This is particularly interesting for creation verbs whose IOs have semantics of
beneficiary. In essence, a high applicative projection is like a vP because it also
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closes off the projection of the root, and not of the applicative head it creates.
In addition, all elements that can select a vP can also select a high applicative.
Therefore, when the IO is the Beneficiary of the event, its semantics is of a high
applicative.

As argued previously, BP does not have applicatives, so the IOs are introduced
through a prepositional phrase. Since i* is able to adjoin to a p, also following the
idea that creation verbs are dynamic events as well, as discussed before. Addition-
ally, it must be established that, according to Acedo-Matellán (2010), prepositions
function as any other lexical categories that have a neutral root and a category
that determines the functional head. Hence, prepositions can be prepositional
roots with categorial features that will adjoin to an i* and generate a PP (cf. 22).

In (22), the categorial preposition para merges with i* and then adjoins to the
DP João projecting a PP. Next, i* merges with vP, valuing its categorial feature as
v, projecting v* [S, D]. Finally, the DP Maria is merged, closing off the v*P. Con-
sequently, the interpretation of João as the Beneficiary of the theme is conveyed,
i.e., he is the one who dinner was prepared for.

(22) v*P

DP
A Maria

v*P[S:D]

i*
v[S:D]

vP

vP

preparou o jantar

PP

P*[S:D]

√parap i*
P[S:D]

DP
o João

In the second interpretation (cf. 23) – dinner may be appreciated by people
other than João, which is why João is the beneficiary of the event, i.e., João is the
beneficiary of the event of Maria preparing dinner, and will not necessarily eat
it. For example, João should prepare dinner, but he is sick, so Maria will do it for
him.10

10I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer who suggested these semantic readings should
be made clearer for those not familiar with BP.
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(23) v*P

DP
A Maria

v*P[S:D]

i*
v[S:D]

vP

DP
o João

vP[S:D]

v*[S:D]

√parap i*
v[S:D]

vP

preparou o jantar

The prepositional root in (23) is a neutral category. Thus, if i*merges the prepo-
sitional root with a neutral feature, it generates v*, not P*, which, when merged
with vP, values the categorical feature of v by projecting vP[S: D]. Subsequently,
the categorial feature of D is checked by merging vP [S: D] with the DP João.
Similarly, the external argument Maria is added to the structure. Therefore, this
representation captures the interpretation of a high applicative, since the argu-
ment o João is related to the event, which is the second possible interpretation
for sentence (2).

4 Final Remarks

In this paper, I analyzed a change in progress in the introduction of IOs in di-
transitive sentences in BP. With dynamic verbs of transfer and movement, the
preposition a is substituted by transitive preposition para in spoken varieties of
BP, however in written register they co-occur in modern BP. Hence the prepo-
sition a and para have the same status of a transitive prepositions, which are
relational elements. This change coupled with the loss of the 3rd person dative
clitics lhe(s) accounts for a change in the representation of ditransitive sentences,
when BP is compared to other Romance languages and, in particular, to EP.

On this basis, I proposed that the argument structure of ditransitive sentences
in BP does not entail applicative heads, as other Romance languages do. Hence,
in this language, the relation between the DO and the IO selected by the verbal
root is introduced in the argument structure by a pP.

This representation, however, does not capture the two semantic readings that
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the IO introduced by para with creation verbs can have. As such, the representa-
tion of creation verbs should necessarily involve the single argument introducer
i*, with which it is possible to provide a more accurate account for both interpre-
tations conveyed by the preposition para in these contexts.

Abbreviations

The abbreviations used in the glosses of this chapter follow the Leipzig Glossing
Rules. Additional abbreviation: CL clitic.
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